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Abstract

Using the lero-fleld uSR technique, we have obterved k long-range magnetic ordering

of copper mcmentt in a tetragonal imulator UoBaaCu3O. with x ~ 6.2. The magnitude

of the internal field and ita temperature dependence were found to be limilar to those of

YBaiCusOt.t. At temperatures below 3 K, freeiing of the holmium magnetic moment w u

obterved u in a 80 K superconductor DoBijCujOej. These results imply independence

of the antiferromagnetism of the copper ioni from the pretence of magnetic rare-earth

Ho'+ icm, suggesting that the interaction between the holtnlum atoms and the electron!

in two-dimensional C u - 0 planet il very weak.

The discovery of superconductivity above 30 K by Bcdnorz and Miilier1 has initiated

major efforts in the study of oxygen-deficient copper oxide compounds, and remarkable

advances have been accomplished by successive discoveries of new superconductors with

superconductive transition temperatures T c > 90 K.J Despite extensive activities in this

field, the mechanism responsible for their superconductivity has not been understood yet.

Most superconductive materials having T c « 90 K are types of ( R E ^ A J C U J O , , where RE

and A are a rare-earth and an alkaline-earth element, respectively. A representative mate-

rial ofTc ~ 90 K is YBajCujO, (6.9 < I < 7.0), which has an orthorhombic unit cell with

oxygen-delicient perovskite structure. It is known that YBaaCuaOc with lower oxygen

concentration lakes a tetragonal structure. Recently, tero-field fi+SR (ZF-/J+SR) studies

of the magnetic properties of the YBajCujO* system have been performed for the samples

whose oxygen concentration w u systematically changed.9'4 From these ZF-/J+SR studies,

a long-range magnetic ordering of the copper moments, most likely an antiferromagnetic

one, was first observed in a semiconducting tetragonal phase adjacent to the superconduct-

ing one in the Y B S J C U J O , system. Later, this result w u confirmed by a neutron diffraction

experiment* which also revealed that the copper momenta in the two-dimensional C u - 0

plane are antiferromagnetieaUy ordered. The transition from superconductivity to anti-

ferromagnetism with the variation of the oxygen concentration in the YBljCujO. system

suggests a close relationship between superconductivity and magnetism in these sew cop-

per oxide materials, as several theories anticipated.' A similar antiferromagnetic ordering

was also revealed in the undoped compound LajCuOt.i by /i+SR ' and neutron diffraction

experiments.'

Regarding the relationship between superconductivity and magnetism in these copper

oxide 1—2—3 compounds, another interesting feature exists; compounds in which magnetic

rare-earth ions such as Gd, Ho, Er, etc., are substituted for non-magnetic Y3 + ions have

almost the same T, around 90 K.' In addition, in our previous ZF-//+SR study10 on

an orthorhombic 90 K superconductor HoBaaCusOs.t, holmium atoms were found to be

magnetic even in the superconducting phase and freeiing of the hotinium moments wu

observed below 3 K. These results are very intriguing, because local magnetic moments

are considered to destroy a Cooper pair." Thus, the coexistence of superconductivity
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and magnetic ord«*ing indicates that superconducting electron! may be excluded from the

layers of rue-earth ions. Therefore, in order to study the role of the rare-earth ions, it is

of great interest to see whether the antiferromagnetic ordering of the copper moments is

modified or not when magnetic rare-earth ions are substituted for non-magnetic yttrium

ions in the tetragonal phase of the 1—2—3 compounds.

In this paper, we report on the studies on the magnetism in a tetragonal insulator

HoB&2Cu3OB.2 by ZF-/J+SH technique. The ZF-/i+SR is known to have an advantage for

probing microscopic magnetism under a zero magnetic field. It also has been found to be

powerful to study the antiferromagnetism in these copper-oxide compounds. Because their

Neel temperatures TN are widely distributed owing to inhomogeneity of oxygen content3'4

and it isk therefore, very difficult to detect the antiferromagnetiam by other techniques.

Furthermore, especially in HoBajCusOs.z, since its magnetism is dominated by large mag-

netic moments of the holmium atoms, it is hard to detect the magnetism of the copper

atoms by other methods such aa magnetic susceptibility measurements. In this paper, for

comparison, the ZF—p+SR results on the tetragonal insulator YBajCujO^s 3 and the

orthorhombic 90 K superconductor HoB*3Cu30«.f 1O will also be described.

A single-phased tetragonal compound HoBaaCuaOa.s was prepared in a way similar

to the YBajCusOj.a sample used in the previous experiment3; the sample was baked in air

at 907*C and then rapidly quenched to 77 K by dropping into liquid nitrogen." Its lattice

parameters u e a = 3.867 A and c = 11.827 A. They bgree with those of YBaaCujOca, a =

3.864 A and c s= 11.803 A. Here, the ambiguity of the oxygen concentration is estimated

to be about ±0-i-

We performed /i+SR measurements at the M9 meson channel of TIUUMF. Spin-

polarised surface muons were stopped in the sample*, and /1 — e decay electrons, which

are emitted preferentially along the muon ipin direction, were detected by counters placed

parallel (a forward counter) and antiparallel (a backward counter) to the incident muon

spin direction. Data were accumulated as a function of the time t after the muon arrival.

A time variation of the muon-decay asymmetry function will be presented by the ratio,

A[t) = [NF{t) - NB{t)}f[NF{t) + NB{1)}> where JV>(|) and NB{t) are the numbers of

decay electrons coming tt the time t to the forward and backward counters, respectively.

The sample was a sintered polycrystalline due . D mm in diameter and 2 mm thick. The

measurements were mostly done in zero magnetic field; the residual field at the sample

position was kept below 0.2 G. Some auxiliary measurements in fields either transverse or

parallel to the muon spin direction were also performed.

In the tetragonal insulater HoB&jCusOe ,3, we observed a clear muon spin preces-

sion signal at a frequency of about 4 MHz at temperatures up to 260 K in zero magnetic

field. Typical muon spin relaxation time spectra and their Fourier transforms at various

temperatures are shown in Fig.l. The time spectra are remarkably similar to those in

YBajCujOea, as can be seen in Fig.l. As described in ref.3), three components can be

identified: (a) / i+ spin precession at a frequency of about 4 MHz; (&) a fast-relaxing

muon polarization component; and (c) a slowly relaxing component showing up later

than 1 fisec. Since the / i+ spin precession at 4 MHi is almost the same as that ob-

served in YBajCujOt.?, we would say that the copper ions are magnetically ordered in

uch as in YBaaCu30«.3, Furthermore, from the analogy with the cue of

ra, the following can be considered: the component (a) come* from the muocs

which stop at tome interstitial site* in magnetically ordered crystalline regions and expe-

rience a definite local field. The component (6) arises from the muons which stop at some

disordered sites in magnetically ordered legions and feel a random static field.

We also performed transverse-field pSR measurements under a weak magnetic field

(«* 50G) to measure the paramagnetic fraction in the sample. No /J+ spin precession signal

corresponding to the applied transverse field was observed from the sample below 260 K,

meaning that this sample has no paramagnetic domain below 260 K, in contrast to the

case of the YUajCuaOi.j sample used in the previous experiment.3 We speculate that the

HoBaaCujOg,} sample is microscopically more homogeneous than the YBajCujOi.j sam-

Pi«.

Regarding the component (c), it ihould be noted that for those muoni itopping is

an uiliferromagneticilly ordered polycryttalline region or the lample, at most 2/3 of the

muon polarisation can be observed precetsing in the local field, while for the remaining 1/3

fraction the local field effectively acU as a holding field parallel to the muon spin direction.

Similarly, those muoni slopped In regions of inhomogeneous random field also contribute
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an analogous 1/3 fraction of their polarization to the component (c), as long as the local

field is either static or quasi-static.13 Therefore, the component (c) is a sum of these two

1/3 fractions. Accordingly, the following asymmetry function was used to fit the data:

(1)

where AQ is the total muon-decay asymmetry and u is the muon precession frequency.

Here, superscripts of a, b and c stand for the components (a), (6) and (c), respectively; g

a a fraction of the muons for each component. GJt(l) is a transverse relaxation function

for the oscillating component,' » Gaussian relaxation function exp(-J(trl)J) was adopted

:n the present analysis. G£,(0 is a zero-Held relaxation function for the component (6);

& Gaussian function was used also in this case. GJ,(f) is & relaxation function for the

component (c) and it is, as described above, a sum of the "1/3 fractions" for muons feeling

the antiferromagnctic field and those feeling the inhomogeneous random local field. Here,

a sum of two exponential functions was taken for G£,(i) for simplicity. A similar analysis

using the same fitting function was done for YDajCuaOs.s for comparison.

The precession frequency v a directly proportional to the internal magnetic field,

as obtained from the relation of 2*1/ = ?„ x ffi«.i, where the gyromagnetic ratio of the

muon ii ?„ = 2itx 13.554 kHz/kG. The internal Held so obtained is about 250-300 G.

The muon precession signal disappeared at temperatures above 300 K. In Fig,2, the tem-

perature dependence of the local field in the HOBSJCUJOJ.J is shown along with that

of YBaaCuaOg.a. The temperature dependence is rather similar and the absolute mag-

nitudes agree within 10 %. This similarity suggests that the magnetism observed in

HoBtjCujOj.j o n be attributed to the 2-dimensional C u - 0 planes as observed and du-

cussed in the case of tetragonal YBaaCuaOs.a. " The local field of HOBSICUJOM, however,

•hows a tendency to have a slightly higher value.

It was found that the fractions o s , pk and g* are almost constant at temperatures

below 260 K and the ratio of g'.g'-.g' are typically about 1:2:1.6, which is very close to that

in YBaaCuaOs.a. Therefore, the locations of muons and their populations are probably the

same for both cues.

The relaxation rate o of the oscillating component is plotted as a function of tem-

perature along with that in YBaaCu3O«.a in Fig.2. A typical relaxation rate is about

2 (psec"1), corresponding to an inhomogeneous field of 25 G. In the temperature re-

gion between 10 K and 80 K, the relaxation rate in HoBajCujO6 3 is lower than that in

YBaaCuaOe.a. This difference may be due to possible disorder or defects of oxygens in the

YBs]Cu3O«.a sample.

At low temperatures below 3 K, the relaxation rate in HoBaaCujOg.a starts to in-

crease abruptly, in a striking contrast to the case of YBajCusOti. A similar behaviour

was also observed in the relaxation of the component (c), that is, the "1/3 tail". This

is a manifestation of the freezing of the holmium magnetic moment, which tvai already

found in the otthorhombic 90 K superconductor HoBaaCuaOa.i by ZF-p+SR.10 At high

temperatures, the holmium moment is fluctuating very fast, yielding a motional narrowing

effect on the muon relaxation. Gut, at temperatures below 3 K, it becomes quasi-static and

the muons start to relax fast. In the case of HoBajCujOet, a Kubo-Toyabe-type muon

relaxation function was observed below 3 K. In Pig.3, the relaxation rate of the fast com-

ponent in the superconductor HoBsjCujOjt is also shown for comparison. T.'s increase

of the relaxation rate at low temperatures in HoBajCujOj.j must be accounted for by this

freezing of the Ho moment. This observation suggests a behavior of the holmium magnetic

moment similar to that in HoBnjCu5Oj ,. To estimate the fluctuation rate of the holmium

moment in HoBajCujOj,:, it will be necessary to study the muon-ipin relaxation in the

c u e of the coexistence of a italic and a slowly modulated dynamic local field, where the

former obviously comes from the copper moment and the latter arises from the fluctuating

holmium moment, A detailed discussion and a quantitative comparison of the fluctuation

rate of the holmium in HoBaaCuaOs.a with that in HoBaaCuaOs.e is being investigated.

In conclusion, we have observed for the first time the long-range magnetic order-

ing, most likely anttferromagnetic, of the copper moments in the tetragonal insulator

HoBaaCuaOs.a by ZF—/i+SR. The magnitude of llu- internal magnetic field is found to

be almost the same as that in YBaaCuaOa.a within 10%. Furthermore, the muon re-

laxation showed freezing of the holmium magnetic moment below 3 K, as found in the

orthorhombic 00 K superconductor HoBaaCuaOs.* Thus, it was clearly sho'.vn that the
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holmium magnetic moment does not affect the anliferromagnetism of the copper Ions In

HoB&jCusOe.a and it also behaves independently of whether HoBajCujjOr be supercon-

ducting or antiferromagnetic. Frcn these observations it b concluded that the interaction

between the holmtum ions and the copper ions is weak, in other words, the the spin density

of the electrons in two-dimensional C u - 0 layers at the site cf rare-earth ions is extremely

•mall. Thil result will provide a new clue to the ultimate understanding of the relationship

between superconductivity and antiferromagnetism in these oxygen-deficient copper oxide

compounds.
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Fig.l Muon spin relaxation functions and their Fourier transforms in the tetragonal insulv

tors HoBa3Cu3Os 3 and YBa3Cu30e3 in zero magnetic field. A remarkable eimilatity

is observed, indicating a long-range magnetic ordering of the Cu moments in both

cases.

Fig-2 Temperature dependence of the internal field and the relaxation rate of the otcil-

lating component in the tetragonal insulators HoBftaCusOs.a and YBaaCu30ij.3. At

low temperatures below 3 K, the elTect of the fieezing of holmlum magnetic mo-

ments was observed, aa already found in the orthothomblc 00 K superconductor

by the ZF-/1SR method. For companion, the ZF relaxation rate in
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